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To explore protein folding mechanism, we simulated a folding pathway in a simplified 3X3X3 cubic lattice. In the 

lattice folding Monte Carlo simulations, each of the 28 possible native packing pairs that exist in the native conformation 

was used as a conformational restraint. The native packing restraints in the lattice model could be considered as 

a disulfide linkage restraint in a real protein. The results suggest that proteins denatured with a small disulfide 

loop can, but not always, fold faster than proteins without any disulfide linkage and than proteins with a larger 

disulfide loop. The results also suggest that there is a rough correlation between loop size of the native packing 

restraint and folding time. That is, the order of native residue-residue packing interaction in protein folding is likely 

dependent on the residue-residue distance in primary sequence. The strength of monomer-monomer pairwise interac

tion is not important in the determination of the packing order in lattice folding. From the folding simulations of 

five strong folding lattice sequences, it was also found that the context encoded in the primary sequence, which 

we do not yet clearly understand, plays more crucial role in the determination of detailed folding kinetics. Our restrai

ned lattice model approach would provide a useful strategy to the future protein folding experiments by Suggesting 

a protein engineering for the fast or slow folding research.

Introduction

Protein folding problem, how primary amino acid sequence 

determines its three dimensional (3D) structure in a given 

environment, is one of the most fundamental questions in 

bio-molecular science and has been treated as one of the 

main research projects after the demonstration of in vitro 

refolding of ribonuclease A.1 One of the most interesting 

questions in protein folding is whether the native conforma

tion is fully accessible from any conformational states. It is 

believed from many experimental and theoretical studies that 

the native conformation for most proteins is likely a global 

free energy minimum conformation and is accessible from 

any conformational states, though there are some exceptions 

that strongly support kinetic control of protein folding.2,3

In order for a protein to get correctly folded into the na

tive 3D conformation, it is no doubt that number of correctly 

matched residue-residue, or atom-atom, packing interactions 

that exist in and is believed to stabilize the native 3D struc

ture should occur during the folding process. An interesting 

question here is whether there are any instructive rules that 

govern the sequence of these packing events during the fold

ing process. If there are； these rules are encoded in the 

primary sequence and the next question would be how to 

figure out these instructions from the primary sequence. As 

an effort to answer about these questions, we have studied 

on the folding pathway of the 3X3X3 cubic lattice chain 

(Figure 1) by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. In our lattice 

folding study, native packing (NP) is defined as a pair of 

beads that topologically contact each other in the native 3D 

conformation but are not nearest neighbor in primary seque

nce (dotted line in Figure 1). We have studied the folding 

mechanism of the lattice chain by using this NP as a confor

mational restraint. Thus, our NP restrained lattice model 

can be considered as a protein restrained by a native resi

due-residue contact, for an example, linked by a native disul

fide bond.

Simplified lattice models have been us은d for the study 

of protein folding.4~6 These lattice models could be consider

ed as a simplified protein for the folding study when the 

lattice sequence is carefully designed.7"*9

Thermodynamically, the denatured state of the NP rest

rained lattice chain is less stable than that of the lattice 

chain without any restraints because of the lack of chain 

flexibility.10^16 Moreover, the restraints that form larger rest

rained loop generally destabilize the denatured states more

Figure 1. An example of the global energy minimum conforma

tion of sequence number 1 in 3X3X3 cubic lattice. There are 

27 beads linked through solid lines and 28 native packing (NP) 

pairs drawn by dashed lines. Considering symmetry, this lattice 

can have 103346 different conformations.31
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than the smaller restrained loop. In this study, the former 

will be termed as a distal NP and the latter as a proximal 

NP restraint for the convenience, respectively.

Kinetically, proximal NP is likely to form earlier than dis

tal NP during the folding pathway because of the spatial 

availability. No matter how is the detailed folding process 

in the lattice model, the 28 NPs (Figure 1) should be in 

contacts during folding process to form and to stabilize the 

native conformation. It is the basic idea of this study that 

if there are certain sequence of NP events in the folding 

process, then we could find useful information for the fast 

folding NP and slow folding NP by exhaustive search of the 

foldicity of the simple lattice chain restrained by every NP.

Our NP restrained model approach will provide insight 

for the protein folding study by suggesting an engineering 

of protein with a native-like conformational restraint such 

as an insertion of the disulfide linkage that forms a native 

contact.1718

Methods

Lattice model. Simple 3X3X3 cubic lattice model 

(Figure I)19 is used. The parameters for the energy expres

sion of cubic lattice chain are obtained by the same proce

dure that have been reported by Sali et al.,7£ i.e.,

E= £ BNl*), (1)
i<j

where E is total energy and is the interaction energy 

parameter between beads i and j located at position r, and 

rj, respectively.尽了l") is 1 when beads i and; are in con

tact and is 0 otherwise. The interaction energy parameters 

Bij are randomly assigned from a Gaussian distribution with 

a mean Bq and standard deviation

P(Bij) = —능一 厂1/雜厂⑵ 

a2noB

Monte Carlo (MC) Lattice Simulation. In order to 

obtain strong folding lattice chains,7,8 200 random sequences 

are generated with Bq— —2.0 and in the equation

2. From the partition function of all the 103346 different 

compact conformations19 for each lattice chain, Z=^exp 

(~Ei/kT), the order parameter, — where /exp 

(—Ei/kT)/Z, is calculated as a function of temperature, T. 

Among these 200 random sequences, five strong folding lat

tice sequences are chosen for the NP restrained lattice fold

ing study by examining the energy differences between the 

lowest energy conformation and second lowest energy con

formations, △(Ei—Eo), and also by examining 난蛇 simulation 

temperature, Tx=T^=0.S)^ The energy spectra for 10 stro

ngest folding sequences are shown in Figure 2. Monte Carlo 

(MC) simulation with Metropolis algorithm20 of each strong 

folding sequence find its global energy minimum conforma

tion from randomly generated initial conformations within 

1-2 X107 MC steps. Monte Carlo selection procedure for the 

moves of lattice chains is carried out by the same methods 

described in elsewhere.8

In the native conformation, lowest energy conformation, 

each lattice chain has a distinct set of the 28 NP0刃 pairs 

which are drawn by dashed lines in Figure 1. In NP[z-y] 

restrained MC simulations, beads i and j are restrained to

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 
sequence

Figure 조. Energy spectra for 10 strong folding lattice sequences. 

400 lowest energies are plotted. The numbers below the spectra 

are the number of successes runs among the 10 independent 

MC folding simulations, which find the native conformation from 

the random initial conformations within 5X107 MC steps.7,8

be in contact with each other. Initial random conformation 

for restraint is obtained by selecting the random

initial conformations that satisfy the restraint. 20

independent MC runs are carried out for each rest

raint to minimize the data fluctuation. Maximum of 1X108 

Monte Carlo steps are allowed in all NP restrained MC fold

ing simulations because the lattice chains with and without 

NP restraint usually fold into the native conformation within 

these steps. For some NPEz-7] restrained lattice chains, how

ever, it is not possible to find out the native conformation 

within this maximum MC steps. In such cases, the maximum 

MC step is used for further analysis as if this run finds 

the native conformation at 1X108 MC step.

Fading Profile of restrained lattice. The

foldicity of NP[z^J restrained lattice chain is defined as an 

average MC step of 20 independent MC runs at which the 

simulations of NP0项]restrained lattice chain find the native 

conformation from initial random conformation. The folding 

step is also considered as a refolding time of the lattice 

chain from the random conformation7 because the Boltzmann 

selection rules by Metropolis MC algorithm basically follow 

thermodynamically accessible pathway. All the MC trajecto

ries were saved at every 103 MC steps for the subsequent 

analysis. From these trajectory files, the density of the states 

and the free energy profile of lattice folding simulation can 

be calculated.7 That is,

〈E6〉=% 洒1%応
i i (3)

〈&〉=厢％+工密
(4)

〈&〉=TSn% (5)
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where(E),〈SQ, and〈FQ mean the statistical average of 

the energy, entropy, and free energy, respectively, at the 

reaction coordinate Q. In this study, Q is the number of 

NP, Nnp. Another convenient definition of reaction coordina

tes can also be defined as (Nnp)2/CN where CN is number 

of contacts including non-native contacts. Index i means the 

bin of the slice of the s axis where £ is the energy of lattice 

chain. In our study, the bin is 0.05 in reduced unit. nQl is 

the number of conformation at (Q,i) position in (Qe) space. 

k and T are Boltzmann constant and temperature, respecti- 

v시y. In this study, k is set to 1 and T is 1.25-1.45, depending 

on the lattice sequence.8 The ZQ is defined as:

%=£(0眼泓’ (6)

i

where

(边=印 F血 (7)
%)

Here, g网 is the number of population at native state Ac

cordingly, £o is the energy of the native state.

Results and Discussion

Folding of NP restrained lattice. Five strong folding 

lattice sequences (see Methods section) are selected among 

200 random sequences and studied throughout this study. 

In a 3X3X3 cubic lattice, the lowest energy conformation 

is considered as the native conformation, though it is more 

related to molten globule states21 than the 'true' native con

formation of real protein.7'8'22 An example of the native confo

rmation of the 3X3X3 cubic lattice chain is 아lown in Figure

1. The potential energy of this conformation is global mini

mum among the 103346 different compact conformations.15,19 

In the native conformation of the 3X3X3 lattice model, 

there are 28 native packing (NP) pairs which are drawn as 

dashed lines in Figure 1.

Figure 3 shows typical trajectory of lattice folding MC si

mulations for 108 steps with and without NP restraints. The 

lattice chain usually folds from the randomly generated ini

tial conformation into the native conformation within 1-2 X 

107 MC steps when there are no restraint.7,8 The NP0J] 

restrained lattice chain is defined as the lattice chain that 

has a link between beads i and j. During lattice folding MC 

simulation, the number of NPs increase from near-zero to 

28, i.e., from random coil states or denatured states to the 

native conformation.7 It is noted that NP[ 10-15] restrained 

lattice chain shows not only higher population of the native 

conformation but also faster folding than the free lattice 

chain.

Fast and slow folding NP restraints. The average 

MC folding steps of the NP0*] restrained lattice 산iains 

are shown in Figure 4. The more closer NP[上，]to the dia

gonal in this figure corresponds to the more proximal NPL?- 

刃 restraint in the primary sequence, thus more proximal 

NP0"] forms a smaller loop. It can be seen that the lattice 

chains restrained by distal NPU/], near the lower left corner 

in this figure, shows difficulties in finding the native confor

mation from the random initial conformation. As mentioned 

earlier, the free lattice chain usually find the native confor-

(b)

Figure 3. Typical trajectories for lattice folding simulations with

out any NP restraint (a) and with NP[10-15] restraint (b). E 

is energy in reduced unit of kT, where k is Boltzmann constant 

and T is temperature; CN is number of contacts in이uding non

native one; Nnp is number of native contacts.

mation within 1-2 X107 MC steps. However, among the 28 

NP[z-_/] restrained lattices, about three to six NP]/*] restrai

ned lattices find 나】e native conformation within IX107 MC 

steps, while five to eight NP[z-/] restrained 안lains don't find 

it within even greater 나lan 5X107 MC steps.

The fastest and slowest MC folding steps for the lattice 

sequence 1, on the average from 20 independent simulations, 

are 4.2 X106 for NP[ 10-19] restraint and 92 X106 for NP[3- 

26] restraint, respectively. The average MC folding step for 

the free lattice chain of 나)e same sequence is 12.7 X106. This 

means that in the lattice chains of same primary sequence 

(thus the same native conformation), NP[10-19] restrained 

lattice folds about three times faster than the free lattice 

아]ain, while NP[3-26] restrained lattice folds seven times 

slower than the free lattice chain. Because these results are 

obtained by averaging from 20 independent MC runs and 

the reliable distributions of the fast and slow restrai

ned MC folding are observed in all five strong folding lattice 

chains, it generally means that there are fast and slow fol

ding NP["刃 restraints in the lattice folding pathway.

The average folding steps for the five strong folding se

quences are analyzed as a function of the NP distance in 

primary sequence, \i-j\, which are shown in Figure 5. It is 

surprising that there seems to exist rough correlation bet

ween the foldicity and the NP distance. Two general features 

can be drawn from this figure. Firstly, there are optimal 

NP['刃 restraints that result in fast folding kinetics where 

NP distances are between 5 and 15. Secondly, distal NP
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Figure 4. Plot of average MC folding steps of NP0-刃 restrained 

lattice simulations for sequence number 1 (a) and for all five 

strong folding sequences (b). i and j are 나】e bead numbers and 

there are 28 NP[/R pairs for each strong folding sequence. 

Folding step for each is obtained from 20 independent

MC runs (see text). In (b), if there are two or more NP[z-;] 

restraints overlapped at the same(材)position among the five 

sequences, these values are averaged.

restraints 아】ow slow folding kinetics compared either to the 

free lattice 사lain or to the lattice 사lain restrained with pro

ximal NP restraints.

These results indicate that if there are sequence of NP 

events in the folding process, then the sequence of events 

may be roughly proportional to the NP distance. This rough 

correlation betw은en NP distance and folding steps 아lows 

consistency with the present understanding on protein 

folding that the native secondary structure (as a result of 

native packing interaction between proximal residues) forms 

early and the native tertiary structure forms very late.2,23~25 

These results also ijnply that if there are more than two 

NPI2刃 s which show almost the same MC folding steps 

(time), those multiple NP|/刃 events can simultaneously oc

cur during folding process.

It should be noted in Figure 4 and 5, however, 나lat 사le 

detailed profiles of the corr이ation between NP distance and 

folding time are different in five different folding sequences, 

denoting other expression of protein folding problem that 

different sequences encode different folding kinetics and dif

ferent native conformations.

It is clear that this rough correlation between NP distance 

and folding time does not depend on the number of possible 

conformations with NPL/'-y] in 사le 103346 compact conforma

tions (Figure 6(a))15 nor on the strength of pairwise NP0-

(9
。

L
x
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e
s

 으
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NP[i-j] Distance
Figure 5. Correlation plots of MC folding steps as a function 

of NP[侦I distance, \i-j\. All five strong folding lattice sequences 

are plotted individually in (a) and further average is made in 

(b). Vertic시 upper and lower bar are standard deviation for the 

cases, respectively.

刃 interaction energy (Figure 6(b)) of this simple lattice mo- 

del.8

These cor^lation between NP distance and folding time 

may be extended to the interpretation of the refolding expe- 

riment지 result from the mutant barnase done by Clarke & 

Feisht」8 where the mutant barnase with a proximal NP rest

raint, obtained by oxidizing [85-102] disulfide bond at the 

denatured state, folds six times faster than the wild type 

barnase which does not have any disulfide restraint, while 

the mutant with a di아al NP restraint, [43-80] disulfide bond, 

folds two times slower than the wild type barnase. Clarke 

& Fersht interpreted their results as due to 난le early folding 

죠nd late folding segments, respectively, based on their pre

vious folding studies of barnase.26~29

Folding pathways of NP restrained lattice chains.

An additional interesting question is whether there are 

differences between the folding pathways for the slow and 

fast folding NP restrained lattice chains. In a statistical ther

modynamic description, there are only two stable states in 

the lattice folding model, non-native state and native state. 

However, in a microscopic description, there are huge num

ber of possible pathways from random to native states.

Free energy profiles of fast folding NP and slow folding 

NP restraints are shown in Figure 7. At the denatured states, 

the free energy of the NP restrained lattice 샨lain is about 

2 kT higher than that of the free lattice chain. The transition 

state lies between NP number of 23 and 25. In the fast fol-
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Figure 6. (a) Number of possible compact conformations that 

have contacts between beads i and j in the 3X3X3 cubic lattice. 

There are maximum of 36772 different conformations for pair 

El-4] and minimum of 14454 conformations for pair [6-13]. (b) 

Plot of retrained MC folding steps versus pairwise interaction 

energy for the NPEz-j] restraints, in equation (1).

(9으
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 ) d
&

s

 을

ding NP restrained lattices, the transition states seem to 

be the same state with that of the free lattice chain (Figure 

7(b)). However, for the distal NP or slow folding NP restrai

nts, the transition states seem to be somewhat different from 

that of the free lattice chain (Figure 7(c)).

Figure 8 shows the density of states in CN versus Nnp 

space, where CN is number of contacts which include the 

non-native contacts and Nnp is the number of native contacts. 

The fastest pathway of folding from random into the native 

conformation may be the diagonal line in this plot. All the 

states where CN=28 and NNp=#28 mean mis-folded compact 

conformations. What is clearly seen in this figure is that 

near the native conformation, lower right corner, there exist 

significant differences in the conformational population bet

ween slow folding and fast folding NP restrained lattice 

chains. For a slow folding NP restraint, NP[3-26] (Figure 

8(c)), the population of the mis-f이ded conformation where 

CN —28 and Nnp=22 is very high compared with the fast 

folding NP restrained lattice (Figure 8(b)) or free chain (Fi

gure &a)). Therefore, it is supposed from this analysis that 

the fast folding NP restraint may prevent the lattice chain 

from getting into 比。incorrect mis-folded states because it 

correctly restrain the lattice chain.

Practical implication of fast and slow folding NP 

restraints. Although many criticisms about the * reality'

-840 10 20 30
Nnp

-68

V76
-80

-84。 3010 20
Nnp

Figure 7. Free energy profiles for the restrained lattice 

folding of sequence number 1. (a) Plot of all 28 NP*'] restrain

ed lattices, (b) Plot of fast folding NP restraints; [4-29], [9-12], 

[10-151 E10-191 [11-16], and [11-201 (c) Plot of slow folding 

NP restraints; [1-241 [1-26], [3-26], [4-271 [6-27], [8-271 and 

[10-27]. Bold-faced solid lines in (a), (b), and (c) represent the 

profile for free lattice chains. Fast and slow folding rest

raints, here, are the cases that MC folding steps are less than 

IX107 steps and greater than 5X1。steps, respectively.

of the lattice simulation can be raised, including the co-ope- 

rativity of the protein folding,22 the simplicity of the model,5,30 

and the consideration of global energy minimum conforma

tion as the native conformation, the lattice model and the 

lattice simulation have given us valuable instruction about 

the protein folding. Some of these are sequence dependence 

of protein folding7*"9,31 and the co-operativity严 the prediction 

of protein folding and structure,33~35 and the kinetics of pro

tein folding.78,36

The instruction of our NP restrained lattice folding study 

is that NP restraint may be used as a strategy in the study 

of protein folding mechanism. For an example, introduction
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Figure 8. Density of states for free lattice 산】ain, (a); for fast folding NP[10-19], (b); for slow folding NP[3-261 (c). Abbreviations 

used: NP, native packing; NNp, Number of native packing; CN, number of contacts.

of NP disulfide bond by protein engineering18 results in ei

ther fast folding or slow folding for 사le protein of known 

3D structure. Furthermore, this instruction could be used 

for the purpose of the high yield of protein refolding by 

decreasing the level of non-native conformation.

Conclusion

From our MC folding study with a NP restrained lattice 

model, the followings could be drawn as a conclusion:

(1) There are rough correlation between the size of NP 

loop and folding kinetics, i.e„ lattice 안｝ain with a large NP 

loop shows slow folding kinetics, while lattice 사】air】 with 

optimum or smaller NP restraint (see -Figure 5(b)) does fast 

folding kinetics. From the MC simulation of five strong f이d- 

ing lattices, however, it was also found that the context enco

ded in primary sequence determines the details of folding 

kinetic등 (see Figure 5(a)). Futhermore, the pairwise contact 

energy of 나le NP restraint does not affect the folding kinetics 

(Figure 6(b)).

(2) In denatured state, NP restrained lattice chain is re

latively unstable compared to the free lattice chain because 

of the excluded volume effect (see Figure 7).

(3) This study also suggest that the transition state of 

the lattice model with slow folding NP restraints may be 

different from that of fast folding NP restraints or free lattice 

chain (see Figures 7 and 8).
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